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No matter the occasion, 
we have perfect gift favour for you



Scent
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pricing

The price is depends on quantity of order and the shape (weight).  
Certain shapes available uncertain weight. 

 
The price including basic packaging 

(paper wrap, soft tissue wrap (50g), netting wrap (50g) 
 

You can change scent and colour according to your preference 
 

Available is size: 50g (odd shape please see example bellow) 
55g size: 5.5x4x2.5cm

*50g oddly shaped soap dimensions 3



50g  
MOQ 50pcs  
 
50pcs - 300pcs - RM 3.95 
300pcs - 800pcs - RM 3.55 
800pcs -1350pcs - RM 3.05

55g 
MOQ 50pcs  

 
50pcs - 300pcs - Rm4.10 

300pcs - 800pcs - Rm3.70 
800pcs - 1350pcs - Rm3.20
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packaging
 
1. Paper belt with description/tie/tag 
2. Soft Tissue Paper or Netting (50g option only) 
3. Sticker at the back/tie/tag (55g option only) 
         *Box Packaging available on request

- Paper for tags: white, cream, light kraft and dark kraft
- For belt: white, cream, golden cream, light and dark craft
- Sticker: white or craft
- Tie: rope, natural grass or ribbon
- Soft Tissue Paper or Netting (for colour options refer to 
the page 18)

- The generic ribbon we use dark or light gold with gold bor-
der, white with silver border
- Other ribbon colours possible on request
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Want to touch, understand the size and feel the scent?

Request 3 sample from us for RM10(postage free)
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Paper belt with description/tie/tag 
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Soft Tissue Paper or Netting 
(50g option only) 
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Sticker at the back/tie/tag 
(55g option only)
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*Subject to stock availability 18



Box 2-PC SQUARE 
(price inclusive of filling & TQ Tag)
 
-Inner Dimension (L x W x H) 95 x 95 x 25 mm 
-MOQ 50pcs 
 
50-100 - Rm3.90
 
Please enquire for the price if your order above 100pcs
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Contact us

+6 016 617 7078

The Soap Kingdom
thesoapkingdom2


